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When Google's mail service relaunched in 2004, few would ever think that it would be one of the best free email services out there. People are happy to use Hotmail (aka Outlook), but Google ultimately proves themselves to be a worthy competitor in the email space. Looking back, it's a clear step for Google to take now that we have
Google Drive, Android, ChromeOS and more apps in the Google ecosystem. Gmail is the beginning of it all, and it's come a long way since its inception. With more than a billion users, Gmail became gone for a free email account, whether they became regular emails or simply threw up accounts for events. You can set up an AppleID
account with Gmail, or even direct wedding emails to specific mailboxes, and more. So now we're sixteen years down the line, how did Gmail conclude until the competition in 2020 with the likes of Outlook and Yahoo Mail still tore his heels? Gmail reviews: User interface and accessibilitySimple, clean design. The focused mailbox is
beaten and missed. If you're a new Gmail user, the registration process is simple – you only add your full name, date of birth and name for the email address. It's pretty simple, but the challenge is finding free emails through 1.5 billion existing accounts. When accessing it on the web, Gmail has a simple layout, inspired by Google's
'materials' design mantra that crosses Android, ChromeOS, and the rest of its web applications. While Google adds features like 'Focus Mailbox' and better Google Drive integration to send large attachments, it stores minimal design clutter, so it's still easy to sign in, check mailboxes and log out. We found this feature a bit of temperament
though and we'd rather leave it off. (Image credit: Daryl Baxter) Back in 2013, Google introduced a 'tab', so you can easily categorize the types of emails you receive between your main inbox, social, promotional, and updates. This can be customized however one wants to, especially if it is used as a primary account for personal or
business use. There are also integrations with other Features of Google, such as Google Drive and Google Docs. This means that you can quickly access your saved files and documents from your email account. You can also send a link to your Google Drive, allowing you to share large files with others without getting caught by Gmail's
25Mb attachment limit. This is perfect if you send a photo album to a friend or family member. Gmail Reviews: A unique feature OfIntegration with Google Drive, Documents, etc. A range of dedicated applications including G Suite.The main appeal at the beginning of Gmail, is a free and accessible email service for everyone, while spam
to a minimum. That goal is still met, but there are features that help tie it into the Google ecosystem. The search is something that has been heavily improved in recent years; you can search for a place in an email from 2015, or filter messages that are sent from a colleague. There's even a 'Undo to Send' feature, so if you accidentally
press 'send' to a manager you shouldn't have, you can pull it back quickly. Useful, but the design of Gmail helps with the 'send' option that is so unpretentious so you accidentally click it too often. But there are also their original application usage factors, available in the App Store and Google Play. It is an intuitive application, with the ability
to stop emails from being sent, five seconds after sending it, but it can be confused with 'Focus Mailbox'. This is a feature that 'helps' to determine what emails are spam, useful, or unused. But we have found it very unreliable, and we recommend turning it off, so you have a standard part of 'inbox, delivered, spam' for better control. One
more useful feature, is a unified mailbox, so you can add other e-mail accounts such as Outlooks and Yahoo, and use them in Gmail. (Image credit: Daryl Baxter) But with the main app, it has a bit of spotty history. A few years ago, it was seen as an Android variant that had superior features to iOS brothers, but after a time, it was seen
lagging behind third-party apps such as Inbox and Spark. Google made a huge decision in creating a new 'Gmail' design called Inbox in 2015, but in 2019, they stopped it, instead bringing some features to their own Gmail app and making it comparable to the iOS version as well. This method has worked, up to a point, but it has slowed
down at times in coordinating emails and trying to attach videos when testing them. Gmail is not just for users; it's also part of Google Workspace. Business-oriented version of this web application is suitable for small to medium sized businesses. You can have a customizable address, but the Gmail backend does everything for them – so
emails can be 'daryl@gincherry.com' but it's still basically going to be a Gmail account and will work the same. This is especially useful if you want to add air of professionalism to your business communication, and with a beginner package costing $6 per month, it's also affordable. Gmail Reviews: SecurityHTTPS mode and TLS
encryptionLockdown can annoy PrivacyOnline has become a growing concern across all the devices and apps we use and email is one of the factors we expect is as safe as we can. When Gmail launched, it came up with HTTPS out the gate; connection between the user's PC and Gmail, until the point at least. There is also a 128bit
encryption of TLS industry standards, so the data stored and transmitted is secure, another point. But Google seems slow in introducing new features in getting mailboxes. In 2014 they introduced an encrypted HTTPS connection when sending and receiving e-mail, so the attacker could not seize the connection. It was welcome, especially
in 2020 but at the time it was slow to catch up. There is a feature experienced by this reviewer when testing a throwaway account, called '24 hours If Gmail detects what he thinks is abnormal behavior, such as sending some emails quickly, it can temporarily lock your access. This is designed to capture and lock spammers and bots, but it
can fly genuine accounts occasionally. (Image credit: Daryl Baxter) When this happens to us, our account becomes inaccessible for a day, and despite our trials, we can't unlock it. The 24-hour clock has begun and it is as safe as Fort Knox. There are ways to unlock locked accounts on Google Workspace, but if you're using a version of A
Gmail web browser, it's frustrating that there's no way to appeal lockdown. That said, security is still a great feature of Gmail, and you won't have trouble making your account safe, especially if you turn on two-step verification. Should I use Gmail? Overall, Gmail is a great option for individual users and small businesses. You'll have mail
services alongside other Google apps to help manage documents and files, while using Google Drive to help send large attachments in excess of 25MB. If you want something fast, simple, and free to use, then Gmail is a great option. Make sure the 'Focus Mailbox' is turned off to, ironically, make sure your inbox is focused as it can.
Gmail may be the best Web-based mail service in the world, but that doesn't mean it's perfect. It has one big drawback: you can't really adjust it. That's where Better Gmail 2 comes in. It's a Firefox supplement that offers a wide variety of customizations, including letting you decide whether and how to show a blind CC, what sidebar
information should display and leave like hiding spam counts, how to display your messages, and more. One of my favorite features is also one of the finer ones. When you have attachments, it will not only display generic attachment icons, but will display icons that identify attachments, such as word icons for Word documents. In
addition, it shows right at the top of the Firefox tab not only the number of messages you have, but the number you haven't read. Better Gmail 2 is the original Gmail extension update, written to work with an overhaul that Gmail was given after the original extension was written. So, for example, it kills its skin characteristics because Gmail
itself now has skin capabilities. It also fixes some of the problems that Gmail extensions better original when working with the new Gmail interface. Note: This link takes you to the author's page, where you can download the latest version of this Firefox-only software.-Preston Gralla Note: When you buy something after clicking in our
article, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Now that you can export and import email filters with Gmail, we've decided to sort some of our favorite filters to organize your inbox into one useful download. Come and get it! Another day, another Laboratory features. You can now export and
import your Gmail filters to and ... Read more Than three years ago, we ran some important email filters to keep your inbox under control. At that time, Gmail users had to set each one of them by hand. Now, because Gmail Lab adds import and export filters, we can share some of our favorites in one file. How to Download and Import This
FilterTo using it, first, you need to enable the Gmail Lab. Then, in laboratory settings, enable the import/export Filter feature, as shown. Next, right-click the download button here and select Save link as to save the filter files to your computer. Before you import, it's important to know: This filter doesn't archive, delete or forward messages,
because we won't make those decisions about your inbox. All they do is a file message under a set of labels that all start with f/. That way you can easily see which labels these filters have, and change them according to your preferences. When importing these filters will automatically create labels, so don't be alarmed when they appear.
If you use the excellent Folder4Gmail feature on the sidebar tab in the Better Firefox Gmail 2 connection, you'll be able to tear down the new label as shown on the left. Otherwise, your list will look like the one on the right. Google updates Gmail, and now we follow with Better Gmail 2, a Firefox connection that adds Read moreReady to it?
To import files, in &gt; Filters, click on the Import filter link and select the file you downloaded and saved on your computer. Then click the Open File button. Then, choose which one from the list you want to import, and click on the Create Filter button, as shown. Of course, once you import filters, it's up to you to change it to your specific
needs and add or modify the actions associated with it. Here's a brief explanation of all the filters included in the file you imported. Filter: ForwardsThe search recipes: Find all messages with attachment files.subject:Fw: OR Fwd:What's done: Labels all messages with f/forward attachments. Tweak it: Only forward labels from certain
colleagues or family members who are happy with adding their email address to the To: field. Filter: Attachments (All files as well as only images, PDFs, office documents, MP3s)Search recipes: Find all messages with file attachments. Sub-filter image labels, PDFs, office documents, and MP3 separately.has:image attachment filter
attachments are:has:has:.jpg Attachments | .jpeg .png | .gif | .tiff | .tifWhat it does: Label all messages with any file f/attachment. The breakdown of additional file types is as follows:Message labels with attached images f/attachments/imageLabels messages with PDF attached f/attachment/pdf. Label a message with .doc, .xls, .ppt attach
the f/attachment/office document. Message label with .mp3 attached f/attachment/mp3Filter: Messages Not Sent directly to YouThe search recipe: YouThe: all messages that don't have your email address in the To: field —in other words, e-mail isn't sent directly to you. (Microsoft Outlook can color messages sent to you and only you're a
certain color; this filter is halfway to that function.) Email expert Itzy Sabo set Microsoft Outlook to color code all emails addressed only to it blue,... Read more to:me -than:know it doesn't: Label all messages that aren't sent directly to you by f/not to you. Messages from the mailing list, where you cc'ed, and to any alias the email address
you provide will get this label. Tweak it: Excludes valid email aliases from your criteria. For each alias added YOU@ALIAS from and to the filter criteria field. Tip: Gmail can show you which messages only to you with &gt; and &gt;&gt; personal level indicators, too, that can cause these filters to be unsustable. Turn on the personal level
indicator in your Gmail account settings, as indicated: Filters: Social Network Notifications Search recipes: Find messages from various social networking sites that send you notifications.from:flickr | twitter | Meeting | facebookApa performed: Labels all messages from social networks that you specify f/social networks. Tweak it: Add and
remove keywords from the network list in the field from to match the one you received the message. Filter: SELF-Reminder TODO Search recipes: Includes messages sent to yourself with TODO in the subject line; good to email yourself the task you think of from your phone anywhere to be processed later.to:me subject:TODOWhat it's
not: Label all the TODO you send yourself f/todo. Tweak it: If you use the Trusted Trio to organize your email, you may want to change the destination label to Follow up. If you get task reminders from a list of web-based to-dos like Remember milk or deadline reminders from a web-based calendar, you can add those senders to the To:
Manage steady email flows that collect your inbox every day can feel like ... Read moreFilter: Mailing A list of search recipe messages: Find all messages to and from a specific mailing list. To try it yourself, replace the address with the mailing list you on.list:better-gmail-2-firefox-extension@googlegroups.com OR
list:todotxt@yahoogroups.comWhat it does: Label all email lists f/mailing lists. Tweak it: I seeded the filter with two mailing lists that I had for Better Gmail 2 and Todo.txt. Replace the address in the Ada word field: to match the list you unsealed. Email filters are very personal things, and a good one usually involves a certain email address
of the person in your life, so it is the challenges that come with rules that might be useful to everyone. But hopefully those included here give you a good starting point to horn your own. What must you have a Gmail filter look like? Got the exported filter file you want to share? Post it in the comments. Gina Trapani, founding editor of
Lifehacker, likes the ability to change imports the file. His weekly feature, Smarterware, appears every Wednesday at Lifehacker. Subscribe to smarterware tags to get new insurance in your newsreader. newsreader.
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